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LET Mm BE a smooth closed and connected manifold of dimension m on which acts smoothly 
and freely the torus T”, and let Di&(M”), be the identity component in the group of 
CL-diffeomorphisms of Mm which commute with the action of T”. For, 1 s k s 2, k# m -n + 1, 
we compute the abelianised group of Diff$~(Mm)O. 
$l. NOTATIONS AND STATEMENT OF THE MAIN RESULT 
This paper is an application of the following result due to Thurston (C” case)[61 and to 
Mather[3]. 
THEOREM 0. Let Mm be a smooth paracompact connected manifold of dimension m, and let 
Diffk(M”)o be the group of all CL-diffeomorphisms of Mm with compact supports, which are 
C’-isotopic to the identity through isotopies with compact supports. For k = 
0, l,.. , m, k# m + 1, the group DifFe(Mm)O is a simple group. 
Let G be a compact and connected Lie group acting smoothly on a smooth closed and 
connected manifold M. If A: M x C-M is the action of G on M, we write simply: 
A(x, g) = x . g. 
If D@(M) is the group of all Ck-diffeomorphisms of M, the group Diff,“(M) of C” 
equivariant diffeomorphisms is by definition: 
D&‘(M) = {h E Dif?(M)I h(x -g) = h(x) * g for x E M and g E G}. 
We put on Di&‘(M) the C’-topology, and we denote by Diffd(M), the identity component 
in Diffd(M). 
If L is a subgroup of a group K, we shall denote by [L, K] the subgroup of K generated by 
commutators of elements of L and of K. The group [K, K] is called the commutator subgroup. 
We shall denote by H,(K) the abelianised group of K, i.e. the group K/[K, K]. One says that K 
is a perfect group if H,(K) = 0. 
Our main result is the following. 
THEOREM 1. Let M be a smooth closed and connected manifold of dimension m on which the 
torus T” acts smoothly and freely, and let B = M/T” be the orbit manifold. Let k = 
172,. . , m,k# m -n + 1, m 2 n + 1, then, 
(i) H,(Diff$(M),) is isomorphic to a quotient of a subgroup of W(B, 2”); 
(ii) if the T”-principal bundle P: M + B is trivial, or if P,(Diff*(B),) = 0, the group 
Diff‘+m(M)O is a perfect group. 
Example. The circle group T’ acts naturally smoothly and freely on the standard sphere 
s *“+’ and S’““/T’ is the complex projective space CP”. By theorem 1, for any K, 
1 c k SW, k# 2n + 1, the Diff‘$1(S2”“)o is a perfect group. 
The discussions I had with Professor A. Haefliger, H. M. Maire and F. Sergeraert have been 
very useful for writing this paper. I would like to thank them. 
82. PROOF OF THE MAIN RESULT 
We need the following. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let G be a compact and connected Lie group acting smoothly on a smooth 
compact and connected manifold M. For k z 1, the group D;&-“(M) is locally contractible. 
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Proof. Choose a G-invariant riemannian metric on M. Let exp: T(M)+ M be the ex- 
potential mapping and let Exp be the a mapping T(M)+ M x M defined by: &p(u) = (exp(u), 
n(u)), u E T(M) and 7 being the natural projection of the tangent bundle T(M)+ M. The 
mapping Exp is a diffeomorphism of a neighborhood V of the zero section in T(M) to a 
neighborhood W of the diagonal in M x M. Let 5’be the set of vector fields u: M + T(M) such 
that u(x) E V for all x E M, and let VG be the set of elements of Y which are invariant by G. If 
W is the set {h E Diff’(M)I(h(x), x) E W, for all x E M}, and WG = Diffck(M) n W, it is well 
known that we have a C--chart @: W+ 7f. It is proved in [2] that the restriction &- of Q to WG 
is a C--chart &: WG 4 YG. This means that Diffck(M) is locally isomorphic to SrG, which is 
contractible. 
The Proposition above implies that Diffo“(M)” is the set of those equivariant diffeomorphisms 
which are isotopic to the identity through C, equivariant isotopies. 
In the sequel, we shall suppose that G acts smoothly and freely on M. Let B = M/G the 
orbit space. Then B is a smooth manifold and the natural projection P: M 4 B is a G-principal 
fibration. 
Let x E B, h E Diffd(M), x--(/r(Z)), for x’ E r-‘(x), is a well defined mapping 
P(h):B+ B, which is easily seen to be a Ck-diffeomorphism of B. One obtains in this way a 
mapping 
P: Di&‘(M)+ Diff’(B). 
This mapping is a continuous homomorphism, and in [2] it is proved that P: Diffok(M)-, Image 
of P is a locally trivial fibration. 
Denote by PO the restriction of P on Diff,k(M)o. Then P,,(Dif&‘(M),) is an open (and hence 
closed) subgroup of Diff’(&). Consequently, Po(Diffck (M),) = Diff’(B),,,i.e. PO is surjective. 
Suppose that h E Di&-” (M) projects to the identity. For x E M, h(x) and x are in the same 
fiber: i.e. there exists an f(x) E G such that h(x) = x . f(x). 
If X and Y are Cm-manifolds, let C’(X, Y) be the space of C’-mappings from X to Y. We 
have a homomorphism 
L: Ker P --, C’(M, G) 
which associates to h E Ker P the mapping x +f(x) of C” (M, G) such that h(x) = x * f(x). For 
any g E G, we have: 
h(x * g) = h(x) * g = (x * f(x)) * g = x . (f(x) * g) 
=(x*g)*f(x.g)=x*(g*f(x.g)). 
Since the action is free, f(x)g = gf(x * g) i.e. f(x * g) = g-‘f(x)g. Thus the image of L is the 
subgroup C’(M, G)” of C’(M, G) consisting of elements f E C”(M, G) such that f(x * g) = 
g-‘f(x)g, and it is easily seen that 
L: Ker P 4 Ck(M, G)” 
is an isomorphism [2]. The kernel of PO, Ker PO = Ker P n DiffGk(M)O, is thus isomorphic to a 
subgroup of C’(M, G)“. 
We restrict now to the case where G is the torus T”. For f E C’(M, T”) the relation 
f(x * s) = s-‘f(x)s, s E T”, becomes: f(x * s) =f(x). Thus C’(M, T”)’ is just the space of 
T”-invariant elements of C”(M, T”), which we identify with C’(B, T”). In that case, Ker P is 
isomorphic to Ck(B, T”). The isomorphism L’: Ker P + C’(B, T”) is defined by the following 
equality: 
h(x)= x .(LL(~)(~F(x))), for h E KerP, x E M. 
Remark. Let T” act on itself by multiplication in the group. The orbit space reduces to a 
point. Then Diff$(T”) z Ker P 3 Ck (point, T”) = T”. This means that a CL-diffeomorphism of 
the torus which commutes with all the rotations is a rotation (and hence 0. 
If X and Y are topological spaces, denote by {X, Y} the set of homotopy classes of 
continuous mappings from X to Y. It is known that {X, T”} = H’(X, Zn). For each h E Ker PO, 
consider the homotopy class {L’(h)} of L’(h). The arrow h -{L’(h)] is a homomorphism 
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Q: Ker PO+ H’(B, 2”). 
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We want now to compute the kernel of this homomorphism. 
LEMMA. Let M be a closed and connected manifold of dimension m on which the torus T” 
acts smoothly and freely, and let B = M/T” be the orbit manifold, m 3 n + I. Then 
(i) Ker Q = [Ker P,, Diff$(M),] 
(ii) if the T”-principal bundle 7~: M --, B is trivial, or if 7r,(Diffk(B)0) = 0, the homomorphism 
Q is triaial. 
Using this lemma, we quickly prove the theorem. We have the extension 
0 +Ker P,+Diff$(M)o-+Diff4(B),+0. 
This gives rise to an exact sequence 
f . . + Ker P,,/[Ker PO, Diff :n(M)“] + H,(Diff $(M),J + HI(Diffk(B)J + 0 
If k# (dimension of B) + 1 = m - n + 1, Theorem 0 implies that H,(Diff’(B),J = 0. We have then 
the surjection 
Ker P,,l[Ker PO, Diff k”(M)] + H,(Diff$(M),,) + 0. 
Combining this with the lemma proves the theorem. 
Proof of the lemma. Let h E Ker PO and f = L’(h ). For any cp E Diff t”(M),, and x E M we have 
(h-‘. cp-’ * h . cp)(x)= h-‘. cp-'(cp(x)*f(~(cp(x)))) 
= h-'(d&N *f(ddX)))) 
= h-'(x) .f(n(cpCr))) 
= 1 .f-'(p(X)).f(~((P(X))). 
Since v 0 cp = 4 0 V, where (p = P,,(q), one has 
(h-' *cp-’ .h . cp)(x)=x *(f-'-f 0 $)(T(x)). 
This means that 
L’(h-’ . cp-’ . h . cp) = (f-l). (f 0 (p) (*). 
Since @ is isotopic to the identity, f and f 0 tj represent the same element in {B, T”}. Hence, 
Q(h-’ . q-’ * h * cp) = 0. This proves that [Ker PO, Diff$(M),] C Ker Q. 
Conversely, let h E Ker Q. Then f = L’(h) is homotopic to the zero mapping, and we can 
assume that the homotopy is a C’-homotopy. Hence f lifts to a mapping f E C“(B, R”). 
We need the following fact: 
SUBLEMMA. For r >O, let B, be the ball in R” of radius r, centered at 0. Let u: R” +R”‘, 
n,m 3 1, be a C“-mapping supported in B,. Then there exist 
a CL-mapping v: R” + R” supported in B,,, r’ = 2d/j: * r 
a C’-diffeomorphism h: R”+R”, isotopic to the identity supported in B,,, such that 
u=eoh-c. 
Proof. Let A: R-, R be a smooth function, C’-close to zero defined by 
A(x) = 
i 
0 if Ixlz2r 
a>0 if 1xlSti.r’ 
Consider also a C”-function CL: R”-‘+R such that 
CL(x) = 
1 
0 if ~,~+~~~+x~-,~4r* 
1 if x2+*.*+x~_,G2r2. 
The mapping h: R” + R” defined by 
(x,, xz, . . x,)+(x, + (x,) * (x2,. . ,x.),xz, . . , x.) 
if n 2 2, and if n = I by h(x) = I + A(X) is a C”-diffeomorphism supported in B.,close to the identity 
and hence isotopic to the identity. 
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For x E R”, let us write: x0 = x, x’ = h(x’-‘) for i 2 1. Consider the expression 
c(x)=-(u(x”)+u(x’)+u(xz)+“~). 
In fact, since u has support in B,, the series above has a finite number of non zero terms. We 
obtain in that fashion a CL-mapping u: R” +R” supported in B,.. Clearly, II 0 h - L; has support in 
B,.. If 
x E B,,, c(h(x))- v(x) = - (u(x’) + u(2) + . . .) + (u(x”) + u(x’) + * ’ *) = u(x). 
Thus, v 0 h - u = u. The sublemma is proved. 
Let {U}i=,.. .S be a finite cover of B, sufficiently fine such that there exists a cover -- 
{ Vi}i=,... .sand coordinate charts ci: Vi + R”-” such that oi C V,, and c,( Ui), ci( Vi) are balls as in 
the sublemma. Let (si) be a partition of unit subordinate to { C.Ji}. Then f = X fi, where i = si * f. 
The mappingfi 0 ci-’ E Ck(Rm-“, R”) has support in ci( U,). The sublemma imilies that there exists 
& E Ck (Rm-” , R”) with support in a( V,), and h; E Diffl(R”-” ) with support in G( Vi), close to the 
identity (and hence isotopic to the identity) such that i 0 ci-’ = 17~ 0 h; - 6,. Setting: _ui = 17~ 0 ci and 
hi = ci-’ * h; . ci, then _ui E Ck(B, R”) has support in Vi, h, E Diff (B),, has support in V, and 
finally, we have: fi = _vi 0 hi - _ui. 
Each hi lifts to H, E Diff”+4N0 and each _vi projects to an element ui E C’(B, T”) which 
is in the component of the zero mapping. Then IA corresponds to an element (Y~ E Ker PO. 
The mapping (w T I_Ii -e) E C’(B, R”) projects to vi 0 hi * (vi-‘) E C’(B, T”). Then f, which 
is the projection of f, is equal to: II (vi 0 hi) . (vi-‘) (II being the product in any order, because 
C’(B, T”) is an abelian group). Recall that (cf. formula (*)) 
L,‘(&’ . Hi-’ . ai . Hi) = (oi 0 hi). (vi-‘). 
Then 
f,‘(h) = f = L’(&Y-’ . Hi-’ . ai . Hi). 
We have then 
h = (a,-’ . HI-’ . a,. H,). . . . . . (as-’ . Hs-’ . as . Hs). 
This proves that Ker Q C [Ker PO, Diff$(M),,. Consequently Ker Q = [Ker PO, Diff ‘G4M)o]. 
The first part of the lemma is proved. 
If n: M + B is a trivial bundle, then the bundle Diff$(A4) ()+ Diff’(B),, is also trivial. Since 
Diff$(M), and Dif?(B), are connected, Ker PO is connected. The image of Ker P, in 
Ck(B, T”) is in the component of the zero mapping. Hence the homomorphism Q is trivial. 
Consequently Ker Q = Ker PO = [Ker PO, Diff$(M),]. 
Suppose that p,(Diff’(B)o) = 0. Then writing the homotopy exact sequence of the fibration 
Diff7kn(M)o-, Diff’(B)o, one has 
0 = 7~~(Dif?(B)~)+ ro(Ker PO)-, ~o(Diffrkn(M)o) = 0. 
This proves that Ker PO is connected. Concluding as above, the lemma is proved. 
93. REMARKS ON THE HOMOTOPY GROWS OF DilT;~(.V), 
The following proposition is useful to compute the homotopy groups of Diff$4M), in 
certain cases. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let M be a smooth compact and connected manifold on which the torus T” 
acts smoothly and freely and let B = M/T” the orbit manifold. lf H’(B, Z) = 0, or if 
P,(Diff’(B),) = 0, then Ker P,, is a K(Z”, 1). 
Proof. The hypothesis on B or on Diff”(B),, guarantees that Ker PO is connected. Let 
C”(X. Y), be a connected component in the space of C’-mappings from a manifold X to 
another Y. Then Ker PO = Ck(B, T”)“. Clearly, the inclusion C”(B, T”)OCC’O(B, T”)O is a homo- 
topy equivalence. 
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If Y is an Eilenberg-MacLane K(G, m), then by [S] 
?r,(C”(X, Y)4 = H”-‘(X, G), for i > 0. 
Consequently 
Recall that T’ acts naturally, smoothly and freely on the standard sphere S*“” and that the 
associated principal bundle is the Hopf fibration S: S’“” + CP”. We have: 
COROLLARY. For k 22, rk(Diff71(S’)o)z 4SO(3)) and ~I03ffW3)O)= Z. 
Proof. Let o be the canonical contact form on S’. This form is the restriction to S’ of the 
l-form E xZi--tdx2idxZi_, of R4. Let l2 be the standard volume-form on S* and Diffn’(S2),, 
be the identity component in the group of C”-diffeomorphisms of S* preserving the form R. In 
[I], it is shown that Diff,“(S3)o is fibered on Dif&,“(S’), with fiber T’. On the other hand, we 
have proved that DiffXS’), is fibered on Diff(S’),, with fiber a K(Z, 1). It follows from Moser’s 
theorem[4] that Diff”(Sz)o and Diffn”(sz), have the same weak homotopy type. Since the fibers 
have the same homotopy type, Diff,“(S3), and Diff”,l(S’), have the same weak homotopy type. 
The conclusion follows from the computations of [l]. 
Added in proof. The methods of this paper allow us to obtain this stronger result announced in C.R. Acad. SC. Paris t 284 
SCrie A pp. 619-622: 
THEOREM. Let M be a smooth closed and connected manifold of dimension m on which acts smoo?hly and freely the torus 
T”.Form~n+l,l~k~~.kfm-n+I,Diff~~(M),isaperfectgroup. 
This is a consequence of our main result and of the following jrugmentation property: 
FRAGMENTATION LEYYA. Let r: M L E be a principal G-bundle, Cfor fhe cornmodify we assume fhnt B is compact). Let 
(U,) beajiniteopen coreroj B. For any h E Diff,;L(M)“. k b I, close to identity (id,, ). there exist h, +Diff,;*(M),,. i = I.. + N, 
close lo id,, and g E Ker P,. close fo id,w such that: supp(h,) C or-’ and h = h, hz h, g. 
Proof. Let 6 = P,(h) E Dil?(E),,. Since h. and hence h is close to id,,, by the usual fragmenting lemma (see Palis-Smale, 
“Global Analysis” Symp. Pure Math, XIV, Am. M@h._Soc. Prov_idence,_ 1968. pp. 223-231). there exist A,, iZ,. . . fix E 
Diff_*(B),kclose to ids such that supp(h,) is in LI,. and h = h,; h, h,. Let X, be the CL-vector field supported in L’, such that 
@(h,) = X, (see proposition I). The horizontal lift X, of X, (via an invariant connection) is a G-invariant C’-vector field 
supported in n-‘(u). Let h, = @,-‘(X,)E Diff,“(M),. ThenlZl, P,,(h.) = i,. and suot$h.)C a-‘(U,). Thus. g = 
((h,‘, ’ h, )-‘I. h E Ker P,, and is close to id,. Thelemma is proieb. 
. . 
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